Adult Bone Marrow Three-Dimensional Phenotypic Landscape of B-Cell Differentiation.
The different B-cell subsets in human bone marrow result from a dynamic equilibrium between endogenous production, B-cell bone marrow reentry and terminal plasma cell differentiation. Our aim was to define and quantify the different medullary B-cell subsets. A series of 32 normal adult bone marrows plus 15 normal adult blood samples was studied by nine color flow cytometry (CD10, CD19, CD24, CD27, CD34, CD38, CD45, IgM, and IgD). With the Kaluza software radar plots, two 2D triple parametric histograms (CD10/CD34/CD45 and CD27/IgM/IgD) were set-up to identify six progenitor and five mature B-cell subsets. Very early B-cell progenitors were CD19neg/CD10pos/CD34pos. B-cell progenitors were split into five subsets on the CD10/CD34/CD45 triple parametric histogram, sequentially ordered according to the loss of CD34 and CD10 and acquisition of surface IgM and IgD. CD19pos/CD38low mature B-cells were divided into four subsets on the CD27/IgM/IgD triple parametric histogram, with two stages of naïve B-cells and two CD27hi marginal zone and switched memory B-cell compartments. CD19pos/CD34neg/CD10low immature B-cells were the main bone marrow B-cell subset, accounting for one third of bone marrow B-cells. Transitional B-cells were the only immature bone marrow stage found in the blood. Compared to blood, the bone marrow was enriched in both marginal zone and switched B-cells. We provide the first analysis of 3D B-cell differentiation by multicolor flow cytometry leading to propose reference values for each bone marrow and blood B-cell compartment. This warrants further exploration of normal and pathological human B-cell maturation. © 2018 International Clinical Cytometry Society.